June 2022

Aubonne – a Charming Town
Fine Dining and guided Town Walk
Wednesday, June 15 12:00
Aubonne is kind of a hidden, overlooked town despite that it
is easily recognized by the round tower of the château that
dominates the medieval town and its vineyards and can be
seen from far away. Even Wikipedia does not have any
relevant information on it.
The château dates back to the 13th century (1236-42) and
the town developed around it. The picturesque houses, the
narrow streets and the inner courtyard of the Château are to
be discovered on foot.
In contrast to its history, the town offers since a little more
than a year an additional exceptional attraction. A restaurant
serving Scandinavian oriented dishes has settled into the
historic center. It is called the Njorden and it has obtained high scores in reviews. ICL members are invited to
enjoy a gastronomic moment before going on a guided town visit. Have a look at the attractive menu the chef is
proposing just for our club. If we are less than eight, will have to choose à la carte.
Signing up : The 'cuisine' at the Njorden is custom prepared to the demand of the client. For a group of more
than eight and to guarantee a top quality, the chef suggests the menu below from which several dishes can be
selected. He must have everyone's choice latest by Sunday May 29.
Wine is selected by the restaurant to match the dishes and is a paying option.
Guided Tour : It is offered. Those who choose not to participate in the lunch can still join the town visit.
Meeting is in the restaurant or at the fountain in front of the Maison communale at 14h15.
MAP
Deadline : Sunday, May 29
Njorden à la Carte
Date / Time : Wednesday, June 15 at noon
Contact : ilausanneclub@gmail.com or Alicia 021 617 96 73 (leave message)
Cost : Menu is 50 Sfr if we are more than 8 participants. If not, choice is à la carte.

Guided tour is offered

Summer Break - From July to end of August

The committee wishes everyone
sunny and restful summer days
Activities will resume in September
We invite members from English speaking clubs in Lausanne to join our events a no extra charge.

